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YOUR SOLUTION FOR DIESEL EXHAUST FLUID
Air1® offers is the most reliable and readily available DEF in the U.S.
Yara's uninterrupted global supply chain model is supported by the DeliveryONE Network's
nationwide reach as the largest independent fuel distributor in the U.S. Air1® is exclusively
distributed and sold across 100% of the U.S. via the DeliveryONE Network. This secure supply has
established agreements with the nation’s largest fleets and truck stop chains.
Air1® offers best-in-class customer service to help easily manage the DEF transition.
Air1®'s local presence of certified and trained technicians with DEF expertise helps end-users get
started. Air1® and DeliveryONE provide state of the art equipment to offer customers great value
for the money. Air1® has an unrivaled understanding of customer needs at each stage of the DEF
market.
Yara’s, the parent company of Air1®, experience producing, distributing and servicing growing DEF
markets is unrivaled.
A market pioneer responsible for assisting in the development of DEF and its specs, Yara is the
world’s largest DEF producer and supplier with a proven track record of excellence in Asia, Australia,
Europe, North & South America. Yara has been supplying DEF since SCR technology was introduced
on trucks in 2006 and is the market leader in most parts of the world using SCR. Yara is the preferred
DEF partner of key oil majors and OEMs in the U.S. and worldwide.
Air1®’s ability to accommodate the rapid future growth of the U.S. DEF market is unmatched.
Yara currently has the world’s largest DEF production capacity and has made major billions of dollar
investments to expand production capabilities. Air1® is committed to providing the industry DEF for
many years to come. DeliveryONE's partnership with Yara's Air1® DEF brand is a long-term
relationship that has been very strong, allowing us to quickly fill customers’ local orders and meet
their growing bulk needs for Air1® nationwide while providing timely responses to fleets across the
country adopting SCR technology and DEF.
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